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Czechoslovak Mathemat ica l Journal , 46 (121) 1996, P r a h a 

JAROSLAV KURZWEIL S E P T U A G E N A R I A N 

JIŘÍ JAKNÍK, ŠTEFAN SCIIWABIK, Praha 

On May 7, 1996 Professor Jaroslav Kurzweil readies seventy years of age. Ten 
years ago his jubilee was mentioned among other in the Czechoslovak Mathematical 
Journal 1 and in Casopis pro pestovani matematiky. 2 This note should be considered 
a continuation of these articles. The list of publications of J. Kurzweil is continued 
hero by starting the enumeration of his papers where1 it ended in 1986. 

Jaroslav Kurzweil has been continuing his work in differential equations and related 
fields during the period of the last ten years. We start with explaining this part of 
the work of J. Kurzweil. 

A very important contribution of J. Kurzweil is concerned with the concept of the 
multiplicative integral. In the papers [80] and [83] the Kurzweil approach to Perron 

integration is applied for defining the product integral Y[ V(t, dt) for an n x H-matrix 

valued function V: [O, b]xj —> L(Un), where J is the set of all compact subintervals 
of the interval [O, b] C U and L([R/l) denotes the set of all a x O-matrices. The Perron-
product integral is defined as follows: 

Given a positive function 6: [O,b] -» (0.-hoc), called a gauge, assume that 

D = {(/,-, Ji): // <E Ji = [.i:/_i, Xi] C J J = 1,. . • , fc} 

is a tagged partition of [O, b], i.e. 

xo — a < x\ < x-2 < . . . < xk = b, 

wliich is o-fine, i.e. 
JiCiti-Siuiti + Siti)). 

For a given function V: [a, b] x J —> L(Rn) and a tagged partit ion D = {(/.,-, •!,). i -
1 , . . . , k) we denote by 

P(V, D) = V(t.k, Jk)V(tk-U JA._,) . . . V(t,. -A) 

1 (•zechoslovak Mathematical Journal 36 (1986), pp. 147-166. 
2 Časopis pro pěstování matematiky 111 (1986), pp. 91- l i l (In Czccli). 
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the ordered product of matrices V(U,Ji). 

The function V is called Perron product integrable if there is a regular Q G L([R'1) 

such tha t for every e > 0 there is a gauge S on [a, b] such that 

\\P(V,D)-Q\\<e 

for every J-flne parti t ion D of [a,b]. Q G F((Rn) is the Perron product integral 

n v(t, dt). 
a 

Typical representatives of functions V are V(T,[<\,/1]) = L -f A(T)(/3 — a) or 

V(T, [a,/3]) = e x p A ( r ) ^ - ^ where A: [a, b] -.> L(Un) is a given matrix valued func

tion and [cr,/3] C [a, b] is an interval. The relations to the linear system of ordinary 

differential equations of the form x = A(t)x are studied using the indefinite Perron 
t 

product integral n^(5< c*5)-
a 

In [84] the system 
x = A(t)x 

with a continuous n x //-matrix valued function A(t), t G U is studied provided 

A(t) + A*(t) = 0 and A is uniformly quasiperiodic with at most r + 1 frequencies. 

The problem is the following: Given A and /; > 0, does there exist a matr ix valued 

function C tha t both C and the matrix solution Xc(t) of 

x = C(t)x, Xc(0) = I 

are uniformly quasiperiodic with at most 7' + 1 frequencies and \\A(t) — C(t)\\ ^ // 

for t e R? 

The answer to this question is affirmative for such couples (n,r) tha t the manifold 

SO(n) of orthonormal // x //-matrices with determinant equal to 1 has the estimation 

property of homotopies of order 1, 2 , . . . , r. 

The ordinary differential equation 

x = f(x,t) 

is considered in [89] in the integral form 

x(t)=x(a)+ I f(x(s).s),\s 

with the Perron integral on the right hand side. R. Henstoclc* gave an existence 

result for this equation under some conditions on the right hand side f. In [89] it is 

3 R . Hcnstock: Lectures on the Theory of Integration. World Scientific Singapore. P)XS 
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shown t h a t Henstock's conditions are satisfied if and only if f(x,t) = g(t) + h(x,t) 

where g is Perron integrable and for h the well known Caratheodory conditions hold. 

In [87] and [92] the linear difference equation 

(1) x(n + 1) = A(n)x(n), neN = {0,1,...} 

is studied for the case t h a t A(n) is a k x k invertible matr ix function for n G IV. 

In the first paper [87] it is shown t h a t if the difference equation has an exponential 

dichotomy then it is topologically equivalent to the system 

(2) Xi(n + 1) = CiXi(n), n G 1V and 7 = 1,2,. . . , k 

where a = - or e; = e and t h a t the difference equation is structurally stable if 

and only if it has an exponential dichotomy. In [92] these results are completed by 

showing t h a t the system (1) is topologically equivalent to the system (2) if and only 

if the matr ix functions A(n) and A-1(n) are bounded on TV. Moreover it is proved 

in [92] t h a t if two linear difference equations with invertible coefficient matrices are 

topologically equivalent and one of them has bounded coefficient matr ix together 

with its inverse, then the coefficient matrix of the other system has the same property. 

In the papers [82], [85], [86] Kurzweil studied certain convergence phenomena in 

ordinary differential equations; these papers amend former results on continuous 

dependence of solutions of ODE's on a parameter which date back to the fifties, 

ci. [12]—[14]. A model equation for these results is 

x = ~lfiWcos(kt + 0i). 
i=l 

It is shown that for cr — \ the solutions x,k tend to the solution of a "limit equation" 

which involves the Lie brackets of the functions on the righthand sides. For the above 

model equation it has the form 

i<j 

where the Lie bracket is given by [/, g] = Dgf — Dfg = Djg — Dgf. The case which 

leads to a limit equation involving iterated Lie brackets was studied in [85]. 

The papers [78], [88] and [91] elaborate the basic idea from [76], namely the idea 

of an integral defined via partitions of unity (hence tlie name PU-integra l). Let 

us recall the definition. If / is a function with compact support s u p p / , then any 

finite system A of pairs (xj,f)j),j = 1,2,.. ., k is called a PU-part i t ion provided 

Oj are functions of class C 1 with compact supports, 0 ^ Qj(x) ^ 1, Int{x G (Rn ; 

Ylj=i @j(x) — 1} -3 supp/- We define the integral sum corresponding to /, A by 

S ( / , Д ) = £ / ( * ' • ) á{x)dx 

з=i J 



and introduce the PU-integral of / as the number q such that for every є > 0 there 

is a gauge ő such t h a t 
\q-S(f,A)\<є 

for every ô-ñne PU-part i t ion Л . (Here a gauge is any positive function on s u p p / 

and a PU-part i t ion is ő-ňne if supp j C B(xj,ó(xj)) for j = 1,2,... Д\) It is easy 

to show t h a t the number q is uniquely determined provided it exists. In order to 

obtain a suitable concept of integral, the family of admissible partit ions is reduced 

by imposing a certain analogue of the regularity condition for intervals (the ratio of 

the shortest and the longest edge has to be separated from zero). Roughly speaking, 

this condition ensures tliat tlie Stokes Theorem is valid for differentiable vector fields 

without further restrictions. Tliis makes it possible to use the integral for integration 

on manifolds. Technically, it is required that the tag xj he located so t h a t the 

corresponding function j is not too small in its neighbourhood. T h e properties 

of each individual concept of the integral depend on tlie character of the regularity 

condition introduced. In particular, the condition used in [79] guaгantees tlie validity 

of the Stokes Theorem for vector fields with discontinuities or even singularities. The 

condition introduced in [91] makes it possible to prove that C[ functions ф with 

ЦV'IU = sup{|0(a:) | + | | D ^ ( x ) | | ; г Є G} < cю 

(G open bounded, s u p p / C G) are multiphers, that is, if / / exists and ф is a function 

as above then f fф also exists. Moreover there exists C = C(f) > 0 such t h a t 

(PU) / frl>dx 

(This makes it possible to use this integral as a starting point for developing a theory 

of distributions.) 

Two papers, [81] and [90] deal with one-dimensional generalized Perron integrals 

introduced via Riemann-type sums in which the partitions are subjected to a certain 

symmetry condition. Namely, the tag is required to be u not too far" from the 

centre of the interval in question. These integrals have some interesting properties 

(similar to the "valeur principale") and in some cases allow to establish a s tandard 

transformation theorem, which is not possible for the classical Perron integral. 

The largest number of papers from the decade 1986-96 is devoted to a thorough 

study of summation integrals in Un over a compact interval. To obtain generalized 

Riemann integrals, the partit ions of the integration interval are required to consist of 

regular intervals, i.e. intervals whose regularity (ratio of the shortest and the longest 

edge) is greater than a certain value g (a constant or, more generally, a function 

of the tag and/or the diameter of the interval of partit ion). The main problems 

considered are 

(i) convergence theorems, 
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(ii) properties of the primitive function. 

Besides general results they include a number of examples or rather counterex

amples which clarify the relations between individual concepts of regular integrals. 

The beginnings of this line of research go back to the paper [73] from 1983, which 

again was inspired by J. Mawhin,4 and its results have appeared in [95]-[102]. The 

main idea of [73] is presented in the anniversary paper in Czechoslovak Mathematical 

Journal , p. 160, see footnote 1. In the paper [95] Kurzweil goes back to the origi

nal Mawhin's definition, showing tha t the notion of the a-regular integral actually 

depends on the bound for the regularity: if a < /3, then there exists a function / 

tha t is /3-integrable but not a-integrable. On the other hand, the notion of a-regular 

differentiability is independent of the value of a, i.e. a function / a-regularly dif-

ferentiable at a point is 7-regularly differentiable at the point for any 7 > 0 (which 

of course does not mean tha t the regularity condition can be omit ted) . Paper [96] 

offers a comparison of various "regular integrals", among other those of W. Pfeffer5, 

and shows tha t the "dangerous" points are those on the boundary of the integration 

interval. This led to the introduction of the so called extensive integral: 

Let I C In tL C r , L a compact interval . For / : I -> R define fex: L -> (R by 

extending / from I to L by fe:r(x) = 0 for x G L\I. The function / : I —» U is called 

extensively integrable if there is L, I C IntL such tha t fex is Mawhin integrable (on 

L), cf. footnote 4. 

In [97] the regularity condition is generalized in the sense tha t instead of measur

ing the regularity of the intervals of a partit ions "uniformly", i.e. by a constant, it 

is measured by a function which may depend on the position of the tag t of a pair 

(t, J) and /o r on the diameter of J. The paper [99] summarizes the properties of the 

regular integrals; in particular, it contains the descriptive definition and convergence 

theorems. Finally, the paper [101] deals with the problem whether the regular inte

gral can be introduced via the Bochner approach, i.e. by extending the elementary 

integration of stepfunctions (piecewise constant functions) using a suitable limiting 

process. This required further modification of the concept of integral leading to the 

concept of strong integration. In [102] the strong integral is further modified by 

using the L-partitions which differ from the parti t ions used before by omitting the 

condition t G J for any pair (i, J). (The partit ions with t G J are more specifically 

called P-part i t ions. The letters L, P stand for Lebesgue, Perron, respectively, since 

the respective concepts of integral are connected with the classical Lebesgue and 

Perron integrals.) 

In the common paper with J. Mawhin and W. Pfeffer [93] Kurzweil's idea of PU-

parti t ions is combined with Pfeffer's one of the BV integration (BV for bounded 

1 J. Mawhin: Generalized multiple Perron integrals and the Green-Goursat theorem for 
differentiable vector fields. Czechoslovak Mathematica l Journal 31 (1981), 614-632. 

r' W. F. Pfeffer: A Riemami type int. ey rati OTI and the fundamental theorem of calculus. Hen-
diconti Circ. Mat . Palermo, Ser. 11, 36 (1987), 482-50G. 
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variation in the sense of DeGiorgi). This makes it possible to avoid the shortcomings 

and accentuate the advantages of both approaches . 

The paper [94] is devoted mainly to the study of convergence theorems for gener

alized Perron integrals. The simplest assumption which (in addition to the pointwise 

convergence of the sequence of functions /*. to a limit function / ) is tha t of equiin-

tegrability of the sequence, which of course means that the gauge in the definition 

of the integral can be chosen independently of k. Lee Peng Yee6 introduced the 

notion of controlled convergence which involves a certain kind of generalized abso

lute continuity of the primitives F^. In [94] for the more dimensional case analogous 

results are obtained by relaxing the notion of absolute continuity required . In order 

to obtain results in a more general setting, an axiomatic approach is chosen which 

allows to t reat simultaneously various kinds of integrals. 

It would be superfluous to dilate upon Kurzweil's merits in cultivating, fostering 

and developing Mathematics. The greater are his deserts that his work was done 

under a total i tarian regime which certainly did not create and ensure adequate con

ditions for scientific work in spite of its frequent big-mouthed declarations. For more 

than three decades Professor Kurzweil was head of Department of Ordinary Differ

ential Equations of the Mathematical Insti tute of the Academy, members of which 

were also both the authors. So obvious was his integrity and natural authority tha t 

he was respected by practically everybody, except perhaps the most hardline party 

bosses. It was his merit that the microclimate in the Department as regarded both 

the scientific work and the human relations remained so exceptional even in the rel

atively favourable atmosphere of the Insti tute generally, during all the peripetias of 

four decades of communist reign. It was also a sense of humour of his own that 

helped him to get over the absurdities of the period. Let us just recall the opening 

ceremony of the EQUADIFF 7 Conference at which Kurzweil delivered an opening 

address . He started quite innocently: "Today we celebrate an extraordinary an

niversary.'1 Nevertheless, the audience (at least the Czechs and Slovaks, but many 

foreigners as well) held their breath: it was August 21, the day of Soviet invasion 

to Czechoslovakia in 1968. After a well-timed pause, Kurzweil went on: "Exactly 

two hundred years passed since the birth of one of the greatest mathematicians of 

all times, Augustin Cauchy.. ." 

Soon after the revolution in 1989 J. Kurzweil was elected Director of the Mathe

matical Inst i tute, and has held this office ever since. Since 1990 he has been chairman 

of the Board for Accreditation attached to the government of the Czech Republic 

which is an advisory body of the government for the scientific and teaching level of all 

institutions of higher education in the Czech Republic, approving among other their 

right to grant the academic degrees of Master and Doctor. In January 199G Jaroslav 

Kurzweil was elected foreign member of the Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences. 

G Lee Peng Yee: Lanzhou Lectures on Henstock Integration, Series in Real Analysis, Vol. 2, 
World Scientific Singapore , 1989. 
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Tlie deep trace of Kurzweil's work and personality in Czech and world Mathemat
ics is evident and incontestible to everybody who met him either as a mathematician 
or simply as a man. We hope that the Czech mathematical community will have an 
opportunity to profit from his knowledge and wisdom for many years to come. Let 
us extend to Jaroslav our wish of firm health, personal satisfaction and many new 
beautiful mathematical results. 
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